Underwater and low-light images possess different characteristics; hence, few approaches have been exploited to jointly improve the visibility of these images. Herein, a dual-purpose method that achieves satisfactory performance in enhancing the visibility of both underwater and low-light images is proposed. In our study, the formation of these two types of images is described in a unified manner. Subsequently, an objective function is formulated, and several novel regularization terms are imposed on our optimization algorithm to separate incident light and reflectance as well as suppress intensive noise simultaneously. Next, post-processing algorithms are implemented to correct the color distortion of the incident light and improve the contrast of the reflectance. Ultimately, an enhanced image with clear visibility and natural appearance can be achieved by integrating the processed reflectance and incident light. Additionally, comprehensive tests were performed to compare the proposed method with other outstanding methods. Experiments on images captured in various scenes demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method, as evident in enhanced underwater and low-light images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Images or videos acquired underwater are blurry, low in contrast, and exhibit color distortions, all of which are attributed to the scattering and absorption effect of light under water [1] - [3] . Underwater images with unfavorable visibility exhibit a few deficiencies when they are utilized for feature extraction and image analysis [4] . Meanwhile, images captured under weakly illuminated circumstances are typically degraded in contrast and visibility, which will bury the valuable details of objects in a dark background [5] , [6] . Lowlight images with poor visibility may negatively affect the performances of some applications, such as intelligent monitoring and object detection. Additionally, underwater imaging systems may encounter scenes with high-or low-light during deep-sea exploration. However, few existing algorithms The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yongjie Li. can address these situations jointly. Hence, studies regarding image processing techniques for these two types of images have received particular attention.
Herein, a dual-purpose method is proposed for enhancing underwater and low-light images. As these two types of images show different characteristics, their formation is newly described by applying the Retinex model to exploit the generalized processing method. Subsequently, based on the new assumption and some prior information, the input image is decomposed into reflectance and incident light. Next, different post-processing methods are performed on the reflectance and incident light, respectively. Owing to reasonable assumptions, the enhanced results are characterized by clear visibility and natural appearance.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. In section II, numerous significant related methods are reviewed. In section III, the motivation for the proposed method is described. In section IV, the proposed method is VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ introduced in detail. In section V, experiments to demonstrate the performance of our method are described. In section VI, conclusions are presented.
II. REVIEW A. RELATED STUDIES CONCERNING UNDERWATER IMAGE PROCESSING
Numerous methods have been proposed to improve the adverse visibility of underwater images. Classical algorithms, such as multiscale retinex with color restoration (MSRCR) [7] , have been validated to be effective for underwater images. Recently, motivated by the morphology and function of the teleost fish retina, Gao et al. [1] exploited a new model to enhance underwater images. Ancuti et al. [8] , [9] improved the visibility of underwater videos based on a novel strategy that fuses two enhanced versions of an original image (FB). Moreover, inspired by dark channel prior (DCP) [10] , plenty of algorithms have been proposed for underwater image restoration. Drews et al. [11] ameliorated the DCP, i.e., the underwater dark channel prior method (UDCP), to calculate transmission maps accurately. Galdran et al. [12] proposed a red channel algorithm for underwater image restoration, which is considered as an improved version of the DCP (R-DCP). Lu et al. [13] proposed a self-similaritybased method for the super-resolution and de-scattering of underwater images. Serikawa and Lu [14] compensated color attenuation along the propagation path of light by exploiting a new underwater optical model. Chiang and Chen [15] restored underwater images for the first time, considering the joint effect of artificial illuminants, the scattering effect, and color attenuation. Meanwhile, several algorithms [16] - [21] based on other priors have been exploited for underwater image restoration. Peng and Cosman [22] calculated scene depth based on image blurriness and light absorption. Wang et al. [23] proposed an adaptive attenuation-curve prior (AACP) to calculate transmission maps. Li et al. [24] presented an algorithm that can minimize the loss of information of restored images.
B. RELATED STUDIES CONCERNING LOW-LIGHT IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Plenty of approaches have been exploited to improve the quality of low-light images, including histogram-based [25] - [28] , Retinex-based [29] , [30] and learning-based methods [31] , [32] . Histogram-based methods, such as histogram equalization (HE) and contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [33] , are known for their effectiveness and simplicity. However, these methods may result in over-or under-enhanced results, owing to the simple stretching of the dynamic range of images during implementation. Based on the Retinex theory, several algorithms regard reflectance as enhanced image by removing the illumination from a single original image [34] , [35] . Nevertheless, these methods often present a halo artifact and unnaturalness. Recently, a probabilistic method (PB) has been exploited by Fu et al. [36] to estimate reflectance and illumination simultaneously, which can achieve excellent performance in terms of image enhancement. Furthermore, Fu et al. [37] proposed a fusion-based method (FBW) to enhance weakly illuminated images. Additionally, Guo et al. [5] searched for the bright channel, and refined it as illumination to enhance low-light images (LIME). Inspired by the top-down and bottom-up mechanisms of human visual system, Gao et al. [38] proposed a new method for color constancy. Li et al. [39] proposed a robust retinex model (ROR) using an additional noise term to suppress intensive noise in enhanced images. In learningbased approaches, contrast enhancement and de-noising were achieved simultaneously by applying a recomposition and subband convolutional neural network (CNN), i.e., a lowlight restoration network [40] . In [41] , Ren et al. presented a deep hybrid network by which the salient structures and global content of clear images can be learned in a unified network. Ignatov et al. [42] proposed an end-to-end deep learning approach (DPED) that can improve both image sharpness and color rendition.
Plenty of enhancement algorithms for underwater or low-light images have been proposed; nevertheless, only a few algorithms, such as MSRCR, HE, and CLAHE, can simultaneously enhance these two types of images with unsatisfactory performance. Hence, we attempt to develop a dual-purpose algorithm to improve the visibility of these two types of images.
III. MOTIVATION
Underwater images exhibit poor visibility, such as color distortions and blurred details. However, images captured under low-light conditions are characterized by a low contrast and dark background. These two types of images present diverse low-quality characteristics. Inspired by previous studies [34] , [43] , we uniformly describe the formation of these two types of images by using the Retinex model. According to the Retinex theory, an observed image can be described as the product of incident light and reflectance. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , a low-light image can be regarded as scene radiation captured by a camera under a faint ''lamp''. Consequently, an intuitive method to improve the visibility of low-light images is to increase the brightness of the ''lamp'' and properly improve the reflectance contrast. Owing to scattering and absorption effect, underwater images exhibit blurs and color distortions. However, underwater images can be considered as hazy scenes obtained under a light source with color distortions, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Accordingly, for underwater images, we should correct the light source, and enhance the clarity of the reflectance to eliminate poor effects caused by scattering and absorption. Overall, the dualpurpose method for visibility improvement can be generalized as correcting the incident light and enhancing the reflectance. Accordingly, our primary task is to calculate the incident light and reflectance accurately. The next tasks are to adjust the estimated incident light and reflectance for underwater and low-light images. 
IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, the proposed method is described in detail. The schematic diagram of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2 . The proposed method is composed of two main parts: separating image layers and post processing. Subsequently, high quality images with improved contrast will be acquired by integrating the processed image layers.
A. SEPARATING INCIDENT LIGHT AND REFLECTANCE
According to [34] , [36] , the classic Retinex model can be expressed as 
where i and j are index of rows and columns in the image, respectively. . 2 represents the L 2 norm. λ is a positive coefficient that can adjust the weight of the third term.Î is the adjusted version of each channel of the observed image O c . The range of R is within {0, 1}; therefore, the objective function has a constraint of R ≤ 1.
Each term of our objective function is interpreted as follows:
represents the data fidelity term utilized to constrain the distance between R · I and O. B.
| is the total variation sparsity term, which can suppress the noise of the decomposed reflectance. This term can be marked as ∇ l ⊗R 1 , where ⊗ denotes the convolution operator, |.| 1 the L 1 norm, and ∇ l the convolution template of size 3 × 3. The normalized ∇ l (l = 1, 2, 3, 4) can be expressed as follows:
can minimize the difference between I and I , such that color distortions in original image can be retained in incident light I . For an image with RGB channels, the color distortions appear owing the uncoordinated ratio of RGB colors. Accordingly, asÎ is set to a simple adjusted version of each channel of the original image O, such that the goal of preserving the color distortion of O in I can be achieved. Overall,Î is expressed as Eqs. (3) and (4). WhenÎ is calculated,
where O c GF is the refined image. Eq. (4) describes the linear transformation from {0, 1} to {α, 1}. α is an adjustable parameter utilized for fine-tuning the brightness of enhanced image. GF(.) represents guided image filtering [44] , which is implemented based on the assumption that the incident light of scenes has the same value in a small local patch, apart from the edges of objects in the local patch [36] , [37] . GF(.) is expressed in Eqs. (5)- (9) . The filtered image O GF can be viewed as a linear transform of guidance image P y (x) in a local patch (x). Herein, the guidance image P y (x) is set to the original image.
where m x and n x are two linear constant coefficients in a local sliding window (x) of size 45 × 45. The values of m x and n x can be derived by minimizing the objective function E(m x , n x ), which is given by
where µ = 0.005 denotes a regularization parameter to penalize a large m x . O y (x) is the original image to be smoothed. The filtered image is obtained as follows:
O GF (x) = m y P y (x) + n y (7) wherem y andn y represent the mean values of m x and n x in the local patch (y), respectively, and are calculated as:
2) OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
The solution of Eq. (2) is a nonconvex optimization owing to two unknowns I and R. Accordingly, we adopt the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [45] to derive an optimal solution. By substituting the total variation sparsity term with ∇ l ⊗R 1 , the objective function is reformulated as arg min
By substituting constraints (R ≤ 1) into Eq. (1), the objective equation can be rewritten as follows:
To optimize Eq. (11), two simple subproblems are constructed, which can be described as follows: I subproblem: all terms unrelated to I in Eq. (11) can be neglected, for the partial derivative of unknown variables unrelated to I with respect to I are zero. The same operation is adopted in the R subproblem. In addition, we equivalently transform R · I − O 2 2 to I − O/R 2 2 to facilitate the solution. In summary, the I subproblem can be given by
Setting the first-order derivative to zero, we can derive I at the kth iteration, which is expressed by Eq. (13) .
where ''eps'' represents an infinitesimal positive value utilized to avoid a zero denominator. R subproblem: similar to the I subproblem, 2 2 , and all terms without R in Eq. (11) are removed. Overall, the R subproblem can be expressed as follows:
According to [46] , we can update R at the kth iteration using Eqs. (15) and (16). where 0 <τ represents a fixed ''time-step''. In accordance with the conclusion in [46] , a better convergence can be achieved for 0.24 ≤τ ≤ 0.249. ''div'' denotes the divergence.
Considering the constraints: I ≥ O and R ≤ 1, a simple correction is implemented in each iteration:
According to the ADMM theory [45] , our objective function contains a local minima. In our optimization algorithm, a large-scale matrix inversion is avoided. Consequently, I and R can be derived efficiently. In Fig. 3 , we present iterative curves that show the fast convergence rate of our optimization algorithm. According to the curves, the number of iterations is set to eight. We outline the entire procedure of our optimization algorithm in Algorithm-1. Additionally, we present the estimated incident light and reflectance in O c (x); therefore, we adopt the linear mapping based on the Gaussian distribution [43] to address the color distortion. However, R c (x) contains the structure and gradient information of the original image; hence, homomorphic filtering [47] is applied to enhance the high-frequency component.
1) POST PROCESSING FOR REFLECTANCE
Homomorphic filtering [47] can improve the contrast of an image by highlighting its high-frequency component, and attenuating its low-frequency component. An image to be processed can be regarded as a multiplication of its high-and low-frequency components, which is similar to the Retinex model.
where H c (x) and L c (x) are the high-and low-frequency components, respectively. We transform R c (x) into the logarithm domain and frequency domain successively, as follows:
The simplified expression of Eq. (19) is expressed by
The goal of contrast improvement is to enhance the highfrequency component while attenuating the low-frequency component. Therefore, the filter is designed as follows:
where Q(u) is the filter. contains details of the original image, i.e., high-frequency component. Hence, we set θ L < 1 and θ H > 1 to achieve the desired output. The specific values are determined by cross-analysis in the next section. Subsequently, an inverse FFT and exponential function should be implemented to obtain the filtered image.
Next, a simple linear stretching is optional to improve the brightness for extremely low-light images.
where N 0.99 0.005 . is a linear stretching operator that cuts off 1% of the brightest pixel and the 0.5% of darkest in R c Hf (x) and stretches linearly to {0, 1}. Finally, we show two postprocessed reflectance maps in Fig. 5 . The color correction is unnecessary for low-light images, for they rarely present color distortion. Hence, the improved image can be output at this step, if the input image is a low-light image.
2) POST PROCESSING FOR INCIDENT LIGHT
The linear mapping based on Gaussian distribution [43] is applied to correct color distortion of incident light I c (x), which is given by 
where I c mean and I c var are the mean value and standard deviation of I c (x) in channel c, respectively. δ is a parameter to adjust the dynamic range of the output image. For a Gaussian distribution function, the probability that the specimens are located within three standard deviations is 99.7%, which includes most of specimens. Accordingly, we set δ = 3 in this study. Subsequently, we employ a gamma correction to ameliorate the brightness of I c gd , similar to previous studies [36] , [39] . where I c cr is the color-corrected incident light. According to [36] , η is set as 2.2. The maps of the corrected incident light are shown in Fig. 6 . If the input image is an underwater image, the improved image can be output by
V. EXPERIMENT
In this section, an analysis of the main parameters of the proposed method is presented. Subsequently, we present the experimental results to evaluate the performance of our method in both qualitative and quantitative aspects. Several outstanding underwater image processing methods were employed to compare with the proposed method, such as MSRCR [7] , FB [8] , UDCP [11] , R-DCP [12] , and AACP [23] . Additionally, several state-of-the-art methods for low-light image enhancement were applied in our experiments, such as LIME [5] , PB [36] , FBW [37] , ROR [39] , and DPED [42] . All images in the experiments were obtained from the Internet, ImageNet [48] , Low-Light dataset [49] , and [8] , [9] , [36] , [43] . The criteria used for quantitative evaluation include non-reference underwater image quality measure (UIQM) [50] , structure similarity (SSIM) [51] , peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [52] and lightness order error (LOE) [53] . The experimental results presented herein share the same set of parameters, and we have provided these parameters in corresponding equations and the next subsection. It is noteworthy that we implemented all algorithms using a CPU (Intel i5-6500 3.2 Hz) in MATLAB R2018a or Python.
A. ANALYSIS OF MAIN PARAMETERS
We present several results of the proposed method based on various sets of main parameters (α, λ, θ H , θ L ) in this subsection. The minimum of α was set to an infinitesimal positive value by considering a natural phenomenon that dark scenes still exhibit a slight incident light [54] . As shown in Fig.7 , α can be used to fine-tune the illumination of the output image. Local regions of the output image show excessive enhancement for α = eps and α = 0.1; nevertheless, the improvement in illumination is unremarkable for α ≥ 0.3. Hence, we adopted α = 0.2 to preserve the relative natural illumination. λ contributes to the suppression of noise. In this study, we investigated a special case where λ was set to an infinitesimal positive value. As shown in Fig. 8 , intensive noise can be suppressed gradually with an increase in λ; however, a large value will blur the edges of the objects. To achieve a trade-off between edge preservation and noise suppression, λ was set to 0.005. The values of θ H and θ L were determined using cross-analysis, which is shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11 , and Tables 1, 2 . Regarding θ L , the global illumination of the processed images diminishes as its value decreases owing to the attenuation of low-frequency components. When referring to θ H , the high-frequency components of the output image can be highlighted by an increase in its value. However, the processed images are prone to lose realism as θ H becomes large (θ H ≥ 1.5), which can be seen in Fig.11 . In addition, the effects of parameters θ H and θ L on the criteria were tested. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the SSIM, PSNR, LOE and UIQM of the enhanced images increase slightly with a decrease in θ L . The increase in LOE indicates a decrease in the quality of processed images, which can be observed in Fig. 11 . Considering visual quality and objective criteria, we adopted θ L = 0.97 for all scenes. Regarding the parameter θ H , as its value increases, the PSNR and SSIM remain almost invariable, but the LOE and UIQM show an increasing trend. This is because θ H controls the sharpness of edges. However, a large θ H results in unnatural output images. Comprehensively considering the sharpness of the details and naturalness of the processed image, we set θ H to 1.3.
B. QUALITATIVE COMPARISON 1) COMPARISON OF UNDERWATER IMAGE ENHANCEMENT METHODS
In this subsection, we compare several images processed by different underwater image processing approaches. Fig. 12(b) shows the results of MSRCR, which is generally acknowledged as a classical algorithm for its good performance. Despite its good performance in terms of contrast enhancement, a few halo artifacts exist in the enhanced images by MSRCR. Fig. 12(c) illustrates that FB performs well for most of the presented images, which benefits from appropriate fusion weights and the multiscale fusion strategy proposed by Ancuti et al. [8] . Nevertheless, the FB method may amplify the intensive noise for a few underwater images, which can be observed in local enlarged regions. As shown in Fig. 12(d) , UDCP can improve the contrast of underwater images significantly owing to the accurate estimation of transmission map; however, it has few effects in terms of color correction. Fig. 12(e) shows that R-DCP effectively improves the contrast of images, and restores color distortions to a relatively natural color with slight darkness. As shown in Fig. 12(f) , AACP performs well in improvement of contrast, but poorly in color restoration. Compared with the above-mentioned approaches, the proposed method can improve the visibility and rectify color distortion to a genuine color. Moreover, the results of the proposed approach show less intensive noise and halo artifacts, as shown by comparing with the local regions in Fig. 13 .
2) COMPARISON OF LOW-LIGHT IMAGE ENHANCEMENT METHODS
In this subsection, enhanced low-light images are shown to validate the performance of the proposed method. Fig. 14(b) shows the results of DPED. Images recovered by DPED [42] present better visual splendor than those processed by PB and ROR. However, the colors of images enhanced by DPED are still slightly dim. Additionally, the edges processed by DPED show some stripes that resemble rainbows, which can be observed in enlarged local regions. As shown in Fig. 14(d) , PB performs well in preserving the naturalness of images, but it improves illumination and visibility insufficiently for some weakly illuminated images. Both FBW and LIME present impressive performances in improving the illumina- [42] ; (c) LIME [5] ; (d) PB [36] ; (e) FBW [37] ; (f) ROR [39] ; (g) the proposed method. tion of dark regions. However, Fig. 14(c) illustrates that LIME may easily over-enhance regions with favorable illumination. FBW has little enhancement effect for some low-light images, which can be observed in Fig. 14(e) . ROR can effectively suppress intensive noise while enhancing the contrast of low-light images by applying the robust Retinex model, as shown in Fig. 14(f) . Nevertheless, the details of the objects will be smoothed. To illustrate, we provide comparisons of local regions, as shown in Fig. 15 . In conclusion, compared with the above-mentioned methods, the proposed method appears advanced for processing low-light images subjectively. The proposed method achieves a trade-off between illumination improvement and naturalness preservation by estimating and processing reflectance and incident light.
The better performances of our method for underwater and lowlight images may be attributed to two aspects. The assumptions regarding the model and regularization terms in our objective function are reasonable, which contribute to the excellent capability in image decomposition and suppression of intensive noise. Additionally, the post-processing methods are fundamental in improving visibility and rectifying color distortions.
C. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
We performed objective evaluations on 500 low-light images and 315 underwater images that contain 30 underwater lowlight images. Figs. 16 and 17 show part of the underwater and low-light images used for quantitative evaluation. UIQM [50] , SSIM [51] , PSNR [52] , and LOE [53] are the criteria used for quantitative evaluation. It is noteworthy that UIQM is used for underwater images, whereas SSIM, PSNR, and LOE for low-light images.
1) EVALUATION OF UNDERWATER IMAGE ENHANCEMENT METHODS
High-quality images are characterized by natural colors, sharp details, and high contrast. UIQM emphasizes three quality criteria for an image: color, contrast, and sharpness. Hence, we employed UIQM to evaluate the enhanced underwater images objectively. A high UIQM value means an excellent performance of corresponding method, in terms of color correction, contrast enhancement, and edge sharpening. Table 3 presents the UIQM metrics on 315 underwater images that are randomly divided into three groups. The maximum value marked in bold for each image denotes the best result among the compared approaches. As shown in Table 3 , FB and R-DCP perform well in terms of UIQM, where the average UIQM values of R-DCP and FB are higher than 4.48. However, most UIQM values of UDCP are relatively low, which results from an over-darkness or overbrightness of the restored images. MSRCR can correct color deviation effectively, but the enhanced images present some halo artifacts. Hence, MSRCR is less competitive in terms of UIQM. AACP tends to remove the haze in underwater images excessively; therefore, it produces unrealistic results, which results in relatively low UIQM scores. Although the proposed method does not perform perfectly for every image, among the compared approaches, the majority of our results present relatively high UIQM values. Additionally, the results of our method present the highest average UIQM values, which indicate that the proposed approach surpasses the compared approaches in terms of color correction, edge sharpening, and contrast enhancement.
2) EVALUATION OF LOW-LIGHT IMAGE ENHANCEMENT METHODS
SSIM, PSNR, and LOE are objective indexes widely applied for image quality evaluation. SSIM is employed to evaluate the similarity of two images in terms of contrast, brightness, and structure. A high SSIM represents an enhanced image shares high similarity with its ground truth image. According to the PSNR [52] , the quality of an enhanced image can be expressed as a distance metric between itself and its ground truth image. A higher PSNR value denotes that an enhanced image is closer to its ground truth image. The LOE was proposed by Wang et al. [53] to objectively assess naturalness preservation, which is based on the lightness order error between an enhanced image and its original image. The relative lightness order of an image in local regions is related to naturalness, and these regions should be preserved in the enhanced image. A relatively low LOE value means that the lightness order is preserved well in the enhanced image [53] . Table 4 presents the LOE values of 15 images shown in Fig. 17 . Table 5 presents the average PSNR, SSIM, and LOE values on 485 images of the Low-Light dataset [49] . The minimum or maximum value marked in bold for each image indicates the best result among the compared approaches.
As shown in Table 4 , most of our LOE values are lower than 130, and the proposed approach presents the lowest average LOE value, which indicates that the proposed method achieves an excellent performance in naturalness preservation. PB and DPED achieve the suboptimal and third average LOE scores, respectively, owing to accurate estimation of illumination and the reasonable network. FBW and LIME improve the contrast of low-light images effectively; moreover, they unveil the details of images. Consequently, FBW and LIME perform well in terms of the LOE. However, ROR tends to smooth the details of objects excessively and lose realism slightly, which resulted in relatively high LOE scores. As shown in Table 5 , the proposed method maintains a competitive performance by achieving the optimal LOE, SSIM, and PSNR scores. DPED, LIME, and FBW rank suboptimal, third, and fourth, respectively, in terms of SSIM and PSNR, which is primarily attributed to the excellent performance in improving brightness. Although PB and ROR perform well for images with slightly low illumination, they are less competitive for images captured in challenging situations; therefore, they present poor performances on the Low-Light dataset.
In summary, compared to the above-mentioned approaches, our method achieves an excellent performance in objective comprehensive evaluation, which implies the superiority of our method for low-light image enhancement.
D. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The proposed method comprises an optimization algorithm and post-processing. Each iteration of the optimization algorithm includes two subproblems (R and I). For an image with M pixels, the implementation of the R subproblem requires approximately O(2 * 4 * 9M ), for convolution operations with four 3 * 3 convolution templates implement twice. The I subproblem is linear with respect to M , that is O(M ). Hence, each iteration requires approximately O(2 * 4 * 9M ). Our optimization algorithm is implemented in the RGB space; consequently, the computational complexity of the optimization algorithm is O(3t * 2 * 4 * 9M ), where t represents iterations. Moreover, homomorphic filtering in our post-processing algorithm includes FFT and inverse FFT operations. Accordingly, our post-processing algorithm requires about O(3M logM ). In conclusion, the computational complexity of the proposed method is approximately O(3M logM + 216tM ).
We compared the running time of the above-mentioned methods for images of various sizes in MATLAB. As shown in Tables 6 and 7, the running time of the proposed method is almost the same as that of PB. The proposed method requires less time than UDCP [11] , AACP [23] , and ROR [39] . The running time of DPED is not presented because it was developed on Python by Ignatov et al. [42] . It is noteworthy that the proposed method is implemented in MATLAB, and our code has not been optimized for acceleration. Hence, the proposed method can be accelerated by employing more efficient programming languages or computer hardware with better performances.
VI. CONCLUSION
Few algorithms have been proposed to improve the visibility of underwater and low-light images simultaneously. Herein, a novel method for enhancing both underwater and low-light images was introduced. We adopted the Retinex model to newly describe the formation of these two types of images in a unified manner. Subsequently, an objective function was constructed based on the Retinex model, and new regularization terms were added to the objective function to jointly calculate the incident light and reflectance. Finally, different post-processing methods were utilized to improve the incident light and the reflectance.
Experiments revealed that the proposed method could output high-quality images with ameliorated contrast and brightness. Qualitative comparisons indicated that our method demonstrated improved visibility and natural appearance. Additionally, the quantitative evaluation indicated the excellent performance of the proposed method in terms of several objective criteria. Nevertheless, some limitations need to be addressed. For underwater images, the proposed method performs well in terms of noise suppression and color distortion correction of foreground area; however, it does not significantly affect background areas that exhibit severe scattering and absorption effect. Hence, future efforts will focus on addressing these issues. Furthermore, owing to the good performance of the CNN in image classification, a lightweight CNN could be trained to classify underwater and low-light images to automatically implement the post-processing methods for these two types of images.
